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Clyde W

on
03/29/2023




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










Great look on this UZI Pistol, sweet shooter too! Wonder if I add water if it will grow into a 9mm? 











Tyler M

on
03/30/2022




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










Wish I purchased a second! Thanks Buds’s super fun weopon 











Khalil Y

on
07/23/2021




Rating:   1 of 5 Stars!










Horrible its like the product was damaged i had the sight pop off after shooting 20 rnds
The top cover also came apart i would never buy this again
I do not recommend for anyone to purchase this fire arm 











Allan P

on
08/07/2019




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










Quick and fast shipping. The firearm works perfectly no issues except the paint was not all that great 











Michael G

on
02/26/2019




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










This is a fun gun to shoot and it won't break the bank. Walther recommends high velocity ammo, but this gun runs every type of cheap ammo I have put in it without a problem. It looks and feels like the original UZI full auto. 











Cody B

on
12/25/2017




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










Love shooting this gun! Wish I would have bought two of these when I bought it! It is a very heavy gun. Another great Buds experience! 











Vincent P

on
09/27/2017




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










Funnest gun in my collection as long as you use copper headed high velocity rounds (mini mags, winchester high velocity) this thing will run all day. No recoil at all but a nice bang. Im 1000 rounds in and still shoots like new. Shame they are now discontinued. What was walther thinking? 











James S

on
07/10/2017




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










We fired it right out of the box. First 5 rounds failed to cycle. We figured we would need to field strip and clean the oil out of it. I was heavily oiled from factory. Tried once more and it worked flawlessly. We then proceeded to run over 500 rounds through it without a single glitch! Truly a fun gun to shoot. Very accurate! 











Robert A

on
06/02/2017




Rating:   1 of 5 Stars!










Buds good job every time I buy from them. I bought this thing on a whim, so what do I think? Not much can't hit anything with it, jams about every other magazine. But it's my fault I know better then to buy something like this, its crap, stupid gun and you just can't fix stupid. 











Raleigh T

on
06/02/2017




Rating:   4 of 5 Stars!










Love this little thing....I do have a couple gripes. The safeties are poorly placed. The thumb safety digs in your hand a little and in my opinion the grip safety is irrelevant because it's not an automatic. Fun plinker though! 











Trevor S

on
03/20/2017




Rating:   4 of 5 Stars!










This gun has had about 260 rounds through it, and I really want to give it a 5 star review, but I can't. Pros: 1. It's a Walther (technically made by Umarex, which owns Walther), so you know it's good quality. Walther is by far my favorite pistol manufacturer. 2. It's an Uzi pistol replica made almost entirely out of steel. Feels like a brick in your hand, and you know it's solid. 3. It's a lot of fun. Once you start shooting it, you won't be able to stop. Cons: 1. The front sight post is really tough to acquire. With the rear post, the charging handle, and the front post all within 6 inches of each other, it takes extra time to find the small front sight post. I'm planning on painting my front post white to get it to stand out more. 2. It jammed four times on the fifth magazine run through it (so 80-100 rounds) and then a few individual times between round 100 and 200. I had cleaned and oiled it before the range, and when I got home I found what appeared to be metal flakes in it. There may be a break-in period for this gun. Neutral: 1. Assembly after cleaning is a pain. I've cleaned it twice now and each time it's taken me at least 15 minutes to put it back together. I'm sure I'll get over this the more I do it, but for now it's pretty frustrating. Overall, it's great for plinking and I love how easy the magazine is to load, but at the end of the day it is a 22LR, so don't expect perfect reliability. 











David D

on
03/12/2017




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










This is a very fun gun to shoot at the range. I took it to the range just a few days after receiving it and shot about 500 rounds through it. The gun will need some definite cleaning as it is a smoky gun to shoot, but it didn't jam or anything. I recommend it. It is heavy enough there is no recoil, so my kids will even shoot it which is nice. 











Richard J

on
03/03/2017




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










I really like this gun, I've not had any problems with it. It's intimidating when you see a person holding it, a really good gun. 











Daniel L

on
02/15/2017




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










Great Fun. 22lr easy to handle and accurate out of the box. 











Michael D

on
02/11/2017




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










Haha love this thing. So much fun to shoot. Couldn't wipe the grin off my face at the range. It is a little heavy but that just means you can slap the trigger to death as fast as you want, all while staying on target through twenty plus 1 rounds. Pretend you are a drug king pin and buy yours today!! 











Traci S

on
02/09/2017




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










Great little gun ! This was my first purchase at Bud's , but it will not be the last . Great people to do business with . Thanks Bud's ! 











Jorge P

on
01/21/2016




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










Have had the pistol for a while now. There's some ammo I've had issues with when using a supressor on it, but even then it was only a couple of FTF's. Majority of the time with quality ammunition it runs great with the supressor, and haven't had a single failure without the supressor. Very fun gun. Practically no recoil because of it's heft. Would highly recommend for plinking with style! 











Victor W

on
07/25/2014




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










FUGGGINNN AWEEESSOOMMMMMMMMM!!!! 











Warren S

on
09/11/2013




Rating:   4 of 5 Stars!










The service from Bud's was excellent. Ordered on Thursday and at my FFL on Saturday for pick up. The gun on the other hand has some issues. 3-4 jams per magazine. Cheap bulk Thunderbolts actually run better than everything else including CCI Mini Mags. Bolt is out of time and smashes the casing before they can load. Called Walther and the pistol is currently back with them for evaluation. The gun itself looks and feels great. Loads of fun to shoot when it cycles right. I really hope they get it fixed for me. Enjoy shooting it and cheap to fire. Thanks Buds for a great first firearm purchase from you. More in the future! 











Jr D

on
07/24/2013




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










Excellent service from Budsgunshop, came in beautifully drenched in oil which is a good thing, I cleaned it up and shot 2,000 rounds through her already with 5 FTF only (ammo related) tough little bastard, I put dirt and water in her to see if the UZI is really reliable and it shot flawlessly. Great price and not that heavy. It weighs as much as my Desert Eagle .50 AE so I'm use to the weight I guess. I say buy it!!! It turns heads at the range all the time. IWi never disappoints. This pistol Uzi was made in Germany under IWI so great quality control. 











Mark C

on
05/01/2013




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










looks great good balance cant wait to try it out, again thank you buds 











Bill P

on
01/24/2013




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










What a fun gun to shoot extremely well made worth the $$ if you were thinking of getting one get one its a great gun to play around with not what i expected much better thanks BUDS for a seamless transaction as always buds is the BEST hands down 











James C

on
09/02/2012




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










This was the 2nd gun I got from buds..This gun is awesome.it came with its own case.it fires smooth with no jamups.Did have a misfire but was the fault of the ammo not the gun.. The owners book says to use high velocity ammo but can use the copper-plated ammo..had no problems using both kinds...will buy another one as soon as they come in stock.. 











Stanley P

on
07/09/2012




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










What a great little gun! I finally found one of these after looking for over 8 months and it was worth the wait. It is heavier than I expected, but the weight absorbs all the recoil, resulting in the gun staying on target even when you are firing quickly. It looks great, feels good in your hand and it comes with a neat custom carrying case too. I'm very happy with my purchase. 
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You can use our Live Chat if you have any questions about the item you just added to your shopping cart.
Use Live Chat








×
Have a Question?




As a whole our 4+ million customer's know more about firearms than we do. If you have a general question about a product we highly recommend
that you first try out our customer Q&A feature. More often than not you will receive multiple answers to your question in minutes.

Continue to Chat

Ask the Community

Email Us
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